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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Between 1966 and 1978, the South Dakota dairy industry was under
state price-fixing regulations specified by the South Dakota Dairy
Marketing Act of 1966, as amended (SDCL 37-3-8 to 37-3-72).

These price

regulating practices were justified on the assumption that the unregulated market system within the state, if allowed to function alone,
would not operate in the best interests of the state's citizens.

This

assumption was based on the inherent nature of the dairy industry where,
in the absence of price-fixing, the industry would be characterized by
excessive price fluctuations which would be detrimental to -co-nsumers,
retailers, producers and processors.
Among the conditions in the dairy industry that give rise to the
need for regulation are variations in the supply and demand for fluid
milk during the year.

Moreover, as milk is a perishable product, it

cannot be stored for extended periods of time.

Also, production of

fluid milk can neither be reduced nor expanded quickly when surpluses
or shortages occur.

This usually results in price instability in the

market.
As a result of the perceived deficiencies in the unregulated milk
market, the 1966 legislation was enacted.

Goals of the

legi~lation

were

to set minimum wholesale and retail prices acceptable to processors and
consumers, respectively, to prohibit sales below cost and to regulate
trade practices.
Few people would dispute the contribution of the act in helping to
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assure an adequate and dependable supply of fluid milk in the market.
But price regulation also generated negative side effects.

Some of the

arguments .a gainst the South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act were that the act
resulted in artificially high milk prices for the consumers and that it
stabilized the blend price producers received from processors at a level
higher than would have occurred under an unregulated market.

It was

claimed that the act allowed profits for the processors in excess to
those that would have occurred under unregulated markets and that it
was possible that some ineffecient firms in the industry were encouraged
to stay longer than they would have without price regulation.
This study is designed to examine the impact of state regulations
on four important participants in the dairy industry--the producer, the
processor, the retailer and the consumer.

The study is limited to

effects in the fluid milk market and ignores other industry segments.
Thus, the study is not a complete analysis of the impact of the Dairy
Industry Market Act on the state's dairy industry.
Objectives
The general objective of this study was to examine the impact of
deregulation on the producer, processor, retailer and consumer of milk
in Eastern South Dakota.

In line with the general objective, the

following specific objectives were formulated:
1)

to describe the Federal Milk Order system as it affects
the Dairy Industry in South Dakota,

2)

to describe the South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act, the
marketing commission and the procedures involved in
setting the minimum upon which the retail price of
bottled milk was based,
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3)

to compare and evaluate blend prices received by producers from processors before and after the repeal.,

4)

to examine the · effects of the repeal on South Dakota
processors, with emphasis on market share, the relationships between processors and retailers, price and product
policies of processors and their distribution system,

5)

to examine the impact of the repeal on retailers with
emphasis on merchandising policies and practices of reta i 1 stores, ·and

6)

to discuss the impact of the repeal at the consumer level.
· Theoretical Considerations

To the Producer
Prices paid to producers of Grade A fluid milk are not freely competitive but are affected by institutional pricing factors.

That is

minimum class prices for Grade A fluid milk are determined administratively by the Federal milk marketing order with the understanding
that milk is a highly perishable product and must move through market
channels in a very short period of time.

Therefore, milk is priced by

some prearranged price discrimination scheme whereby classified pricing
establishes separate prices for milk going to different ultiment uses.
Net producer prices are affected by 1) Federal milk marketing orders
which establish only minimum prices that must be paid to producers · based
on the use of

t~e

milk and 2) negotiations between processors and pro-

ducers cooperatives for premium--a charge for services offered by the
cooperative.

The individual producer is a "price taker" and his marginal

revenue is equal to the price received for the product.

Therefore, sales

of an individual producer do not influence price and additional units
can be sold at the prevailing price.

4

To the Processor
Processors, essentially buyers of raw Grade A milk, and sellers of
fluid milk products are regulated by the Federal milk marketing order and
until recently by the State under the statute of South Dakota Dairy
Marketing Act.

They are regulated and audited and must pay (at least)

the Federal specified ·minimum blend prices to producers no matter how
the Grade A milk the producer has delivered to the market is acutally
used.

The blend

pri~e

is ·the weighted average price of all Grade

A milk used in three classifications.

This is discussed in Chapter II.

Under state regulation the law, in effect, required that all milk processors should sell their products at the wholesale prices fixed by the
dairy products marketing commission.

Selling at prices less than those

established by the commission was prohibited.

To prevent processors

from using other price or nonprice means of giving special concessions
to fluid milk retailers, processors were prohibited by SDCL 37-3-10
through 37-3-35 from either directly or indirectly engaging in 21

differ~

ent trade practices.
After the repeal of the Act, the structure and conduct of the fluid
milk processors in the market indicated that the market could be considered to be oligopolistically competitive.

Processors could now

use both price and nonprice methods of competitio n which were prohibited
by the Act and are normally a part of the oligopolists competitive tools.

5
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To the Retailer
Prior to the repeal of the Act, retailers bought their fluid milk
from processors at a fixed wholesale price determined by the dairy
commission.

They were required by the law to mark up fluid milk a mini-

mum of 10 percent of the wholesale price.

Therefore, the retailer's

demand curve was a horizontal line at the level fixed by the commission
and the consumer's demand curve was a horizontal line 10 percent above
the retailer•s demand line.

The 10 percent mark up represents the cost

of handling plus an allowance for profit.

The retailer under the Act

could mark up more than 10 percent but not less.
10 percent markup.

They usually used the

Therefore, price competition was seldom used.
Research Methods and Procedures

The primary focus of this study was on the impact of the repeal on
the four segments of the dairy industry.

However, as noted in the first

objective, account .must also be taken of the impact of other relevant
factors which affect the market.

The Federal milk mar keting order pro-

gram is considered one of the institutional characteristics of the
market.

Presentation of an overview of Federal milk market order as

obtained from secondary sources and the implication for the Eastern
South Dakota Dairy Industry was accomplished in the first objective.
The second objective, a description of the South Dakota Dairy
Marketing Act, (SDCL 37-3-8 to 37-3-72) was accomplished to help understand the purpose of the Act.

Secondary sources, primarily from State

of South Dakota documents, were used to accomplish the objective.

6

Comparative analysis was used to meet the goal of objective three.
Average blend prices (F.O.B. market) paid to producers by the processors
for Eastern South Dakota Marketing Order #76 during 1978 were compared
with the same period in 1979 to determine the percent differential since
the repeal.

Calculations were also made of the percentage changes in

utlilization of Class I milk and of volumes of milks sold during the
respective periods.

Principal sources of secondary data on blend prices,

utilization of milk for Class I purposes and volume produced were obtained
from the Market Administrator•s Report for Nebraska-Western Iowa, Black
Hills, South Dakota and Eastern South Dakota Marketing Areas (Federal
Orders 65, 75, and 76) for 1978 and 1979.
Personal interviews with the aid of questionnaires (Appendix A-1)
were conducted with the general managers of each of the four fluid milk
processors in Eastern South Dakota to obtain information for objective
four.

While some data were obtained relative to procurement, pricing

and distributing of milk, the main emphasis was on the repeal and its
impact on market structure and competitive behavior.
The fifth objective was accomplished through personal interviews
with the aid of questionnaires (Appendix A-2) with 49 selected retailers
in the Eastern South Dakota marketing area.

The marketing area includes

31 counties in South Dakota with five counties in Iowa and Mi nnesota.
The sample of retailers included food chain grocery stores, independent
affiliated grocery stores and small family operated stores.

Surveys

were conducted to obtain information about the changes which have taken
place in buying and retailing of fluid milk.

The impact of the repeal

upon milk retailer and processor relationships and the adjustments that

7

have been made in response to changing competitive conditions also were
analyz~d ~

In

addition~

information was collected on the number of fluid

milk processors serving each outlet prior to and after the act was
repealed.
Finally, objective six included an analysis of the scope of the repeal and its implicati-ons for consumers.
price changes for fluid milk.

Emphasis was on prices and

It was not possible to include analysis

of other dairy product prices or of prices of other products purchased
in the same store where milk is sold .

CHAPTER II

An overview
Most marketi.ng of Grade A milk

i~

the United States today is

under either State or Federal milk marketing order system .

Regulation

of milk by the Federal government began with the Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Act of 1937.
existing Federal

This Act, as amended, forms the backbone of
over milk marketing.

cont~ol

It is an extensive and

complicated legal instrument which regulates and establishes the conditions for marketing of Grade A milk in the areas for which orders are
issued.
The Scope of Federal Milk Orders

2

Federal Milk Marketing Orders were effective in 47 milk marketing
areas throughout the United States on January 1, 1978.

These orders

directly regulated producer markets for nearly 80 percent of Grade A
3
Promilk and 65 percent of all milk produced in the Un ited States.
ducers marketed approximately $8.5 billion worth of milk in 1978 through

lA federal Milk Marketing Order is a regulation issued by the Secretary of Agriculture. It appears in the code of Federal Regulations.
Current milk orders for South Dakota can be found i n Parts 1060 to 1119
of Title 7 of the Code 1979.
2The data describing the scope of Federal milk orders have been
compiled from USDA, Federal Milk Order Market Statistics Annual Summary
for 1978.
3s. Buxton et al., Federal Milk Marketing Orders, .. Marketing
Minnesota's Milk, October 1978, p. 1.
11

9

the 47 orders.

This represents approximately two-thirds of total cash

receipts of $12.8 billion from the sale of farm mil.k.
Three Federal milk marketing orders affecti.ng South Dakota producers have been in forGe.

These include:

1} Eastern South Dakota

Order 76, 2) Black Hills Order 75, and 3) Upper Midwest Order 68.
The Eastern South Dakota area includes '26 South Dakota counties.

The

Black Hills order area is the only one completely within the boundaries
of the state.

In 197?, producers in the state delivered 449 million

pounds of Grade A milk, or 28 percent of all milk produced in the State,
to handlers regulated under the Federal orders.

Total value and average

value of milk marketed per producer by Federal milk orders adjusted for
butterfat content and at blend prices in 1978 were as follows:

Eastern South Dakota
Black Hills
Upper Midwest

All Producers

Per Producer

28.7 million
8.3 million
732.4 million

$61,347
88,823
54' 757

$

Objectives of Federal Milk Orders
The objectives of Federal milk marketing orders r emain today as the
original goals codified in the Act of 1937 and summarized in a report
to the Secretary of Agriculture by U.S. Federal Milk Order Study
Committee.

They are:

( 1)

To promote orderly marketing conditions for farmers
specializing in the production of fluid milk and
thereby improve their income situation at least in
the long run;

(2)

To administer and supervise the terms of trade in
such manner as to equalize the market power of
buyers and sellers and attain reasonable competition
but not local monopoly resulti.ng in undue price
enhancement;

11
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(3}

To assure consumers that they will have access to.
adequate and dependable supplies of· high-quality
milk from the . sources best suited both technologically
and economi·cally to supply these .demands;
·

(4)

To complement the efforts of milk producers' orgardzations to maintain economic order in their
industry, and to bring about the coordination of
price structures and market practices within and
between flui.d and manufacturing segments of the
dairy industry, and between milk "production and
other lines of farming;

(5)

To secure equitable treatment of all parties producers, dealers and consumers, not only within
each local or regional market but throughout the
system;
·
·

(6)

To establish such terms of trade under the orders
as will combine maximum freedom of trade with
proper protection of established producers against
seasonal or other loss of outlets that wo~ld tend
to demoralize markets and fanning plans."

Establishing Milk Marketing Orders
The Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 provides that
dairy producers can initiate a request for an order.

Supporters of

an order must petition the Secretary of Agriculture who will then
i nves ti gate to determine whether an order would achi eve· the purposes of
the Act of 1937.

Upon the conclusion that an order would improve

the marketing of fluid milk as specified in the Act, The Secretary will
call a public hearing at which all interested parties may present their
views.

If an order is recommended, the USDA will draft an order based on

the facts and views presented at the hearing.

Time is allowed for ob-

4Edwin G. Nourse et al., Report to the Secretary of Agriculture by
the Federal Order Study Committee, December 1962, p. 12-13.
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jections to be filed and the USDA then gives dairy producers a chance to
vote on the proposed order.

The

orde~

goes into effect if two thirds of

the dairy producers supplying the market area vote for it.

Admini-

stration and enforcement ·of the order are performed by an administrator
who is a USDA employee appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture.
· The market administrator is required to perform a number of duties
including the calculation of minimum prices in accordance with the terms
of the order;

collec~ing

reports from milk processors on quantities of

milk received and its utilization, verifying processors• reports and the
size of payments made to milk producers; and publishing market infor.
5
rna t 1on .
The Regulatory Mechanism
Under the provisions of Federal Milk Orders, only milk processors
who sell Grade A6 are regulated.

Processors are regulated depending

upon the area in which they sell their milk.

The Federal milk order

defines a marketing area within which the rules and regulations of the
order apply.

This area need not be a producing area, but rather it is

a wholesale/retail distribution area.

In essence, the regulations apply

to all processors competing for sales of milk in the defined marketing
order area .
The Federal milk orders do not control milk production, restrict the
5code of Federal Regulations Section 1076.45 Parts 1060 through 1119
of Title 7 of the Code 1979, p. 212.
6Grade A milk fit for human consumption in fluid form which meets
sanitary standards set by local health authorities.
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marketing of milk by dairy
any particular

processor~

producers~.

guarantee producers a market with

or fix consumer prices.

Rather~

they specify

the minimum prices that milk processors must pay to producers for Grade
A mi 1 k.

7

·' The : classified Pricing system
The minimum price that must be paid to producers by processors
under the order for raw Grade A milk depends upon the final use of the
Milk processors are required to pay classified prices for raw

milk.

Grade Amilk they use.

The price classes within the classified pricing

system are based upon the uses to which the processor puts the raw milk
they process.

Currently~

most orders in the country provide for three

milk use classes (Class I, II, and III); only a limited number of orders
have two use classes.

Raw Grade A milk for fluid milk products, in-

cluding fresh whole milk, skim
as Class I milk.

milk~

buttermilk, etc., is classified

This is the highest price class.

Class II milk is

used for the Soft" manufactured dairy products, such as sour cream
11

and cottage cheese.
products~

Raw Grade A milk used for "hard" manufactured

such as hard

fied as Class III.

cheeses~

butter and dry milk

powder~

is classi-

Class III milk is priced at the manufacturing Grade

milk level, which is the lowest of the three classes.
6

Federal milk orders contain many other provisions that affect
terms of trade, such as: 1) butterfat differentials~ 2) dates on which
producers must be paid~ 3) location adjustments applicable to prices,
4) shipping requirements that plants must satisfy_to quali!Y for
pooling are authorized by Code of Federal Regulat1ons Sect1ons 1076.7 and
1076.73 through 1076.75 parts 1060 through 1119 of Title 7 of the Code
1979~ pp. 200, 215-216.
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The pricing system is a complicated process whereby the classified
minimum price to the milk producer is established by the Federal milk
He set.s raw Grade A milk prices on a formula

marketing administrator.
basis each month.

The prices set by the market order administrator are

based upon the Minnesota -

~~isconsin

price series which is for manu-

facturing mi 1k.
· Blend · Price 0r Uniform pr.ice to Producers
Producers do not: receive Class I, Class II or Class III prices for
milk sold to regulated processors.
blend price for their milk.

Rather, they receive a computed

This is a weighted-average of the prices

paid for fluid and manufacturing milk usage in the order area.

The

blend price is what a processor in a market-wide pool pays the producers
for Grade A milk regardless of the disposition of any one producer's
milk in the order area.
For example, suppose that Grade A milk producers delivered 300
million pounds of milk to plants in a particular market order area.
Assume that 46 percent of the milk was utilized as Class I, 30 percent
as Class II and 24 percent as Class III.

Also, assume that in the order

area, the Class I price was $10.40 per hundredweight, Class II price
was $9.34 per hundredweight and the Class III price was $9.24 per
hundredweight.
The blend price would be:
138 million lbs. utilized as Class I @ $10.40/cwt. ~ $14,352,000
90 million lbs. utilized as Class II @ $9.34/cwt. = 8,406,000
72 million lbs. utilized as Class III @ $9.24/cwt. = 6~652,800

__

-----:;_......:;._

Value in Pool
356297
SOU""i!i DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

$29,410,800
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Producer blend price

=

Value · in Pool ·
.
Volume of milk sold in an order

=

·.··$29,410,800
3,ooo,·ooo cwt.

=

$9.80 ·per cwt.

The market blend price for .that particular month is $9.80 per hundredw~ight

F.O . B. at

th~

market for Grade A milk containing 3.5 percent

butterfat.
Producer receipts in an order are therefore dependent upon production levels and the blend price developed by pooling Class I, Class
II, and Class III sales.
The above illustration of Federal milk marketing order pricing is
very simplified.

Prices received by producers from milk processors are

subjected to many adjustments.

Butterfat differential, seasonal and

location differential adjustments are all made before the final blend
price for an order is established by the milk marketing administrator.
Blend prices are calculated and adjusted monthly.

CHAPTER III
The South Dakota ·Dairyindustry Marketing Practices
· 'Act ·of 1966
The South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act was passed in 1966. 1 One of
the primary reasons for the passage was that the state l_e gislature
believed that certain trade practices carried out in the sale of dairy
products were unfair and unjust .
The reasoning

be~ind

the passage of the Dairy Marketing Act was

essentially as follows . Minnesota and Wisconsin processors were believed
to be dumping surplus milk on the South Dakota market.

Below-cost

pricing, discounts, rebates, loss leaders, and other related practices
were common . These practices were viewed as being unfair and were to the
detriment of the South Dakota dairy industry.
Out-of-state processors could sell milk to retailers at a lower price
than could milk processors in South Dakota. It was feared that this would
drive South Dakota processors out of business and would cause South Dakota
producers to lose their market.

As local milk (mil k produced in South

Dakota) was displaced by the "outside milk, .. prices to South Dakota producers would be lowered.
In an attempt to change the above situation, the Dairy Industry
Marketing Act (SDCL 37-3-8 to 37-3-72) was passed.

This Act established

a Dairy Marketing Commission empowered to set the wholesale and minimum
retail prices for all milk sold in South Dakota, regardl ess of its
1For a more complete discussion of objectives, administrative procedures, and other factors relati_ng to the Act, see SDCL 37~3-8 to 37-3-72. ·
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origin.

This meant that out-of-state milk could still enter the state,

but that it could not be sold at wholesale and retail at less than the
minimum prices which also applied to South Dakota milk. The Act, which
was patterned after the Robinson - Patman Act, 2 also prohibited unfair
trade practice in the marketi.ng of fluid milk.
·Administration af . the ·Act
The Act was administered by the South Dakota Secretary of Agriculture.

The Dairy

t~~rketfng

Commission had quasi-judicial, quasi-

legislative advisory, other non administrative, and special bu.dgetary
functions.

It exercized those functions independently of the Secretary

of Agriculture.

That is, while tha Act was administered by the Secretary

of Agriculture, the Commission did not report to the Secretary.
The Marketing Commission was appointed by the Governor and had a
required composition of one processor, one dairy producer, one retailer,
three consumers and either an accountant, auditor or economist . .Again,
once appointed, the Commission did not reprot to the Governor.
The Commission established the wholesale and minimum retail prices
for all fluid milk products and many solid milk products.

The standards

used by the Commission to determine the dock and wholesale prices of
fluid milk products included information on the minimum cost of raw milk,
the average cost of processing, handling and distribution of milk and other
factors.

While the process was not extremely complex, it will not be

described in this report.

The minimum cost of raw milk was detenmined

by Federal milk orders which price all Grade A milk eligible for fluid milk
2
15 U.S.C . , Section 13.
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use in the state.
ducer's

In addition, over-order premiums are charged by pro-

cooperativ~s

. .Processi.ng, packagi.ng, handli.ng .and distribution

costs plus an allowance for normal profit were computed from data supplied
to the Corrunission.

Retailers were required by law to charge a minimum

mark-up at 10 percent above the wholesale price established by the Commission . They could charge -more but not less than 10 percent for retaili.ng fluid milk products.
Under the Act•s provisions, public hearings were required before
price changes could be made in the wholesale prices of dairy products.
Hearings were held on an on call basis, usually every month or two.
Hearings were advertised so that all interested parties could. attend.
Regulation of Trade Practices
The Act also authorized the Milk Commission to
practices.

~egulate

trade

The purpose of this provision was to help preserve com-

petition in the market by prohibiting various predatory marketing
practices declared by the Act to be unfair and unlawful.

These in-

cluded discriminatory pricing, secret rebates, unearned discounts,
special services and privileges, credit and equipment arrangements,
exclusive leases, signs, fixtures or anything of value.

To prevent ·the

use of fluid milk as a loss leader, the Act also prohibited processors
and retailers from selling milk below cost, and di r ected the Commission
to conduct investigations and periodic audits to ensure compliance.
addition, it prohibited retailers from selling the same quantity and
type of milk but of different brands at different prices.

In

CHAPTER IV
The Impact of the Repeal of ·south Dakota ·oatry ·Marketing Act
An examination of the effects of the repealed Act on producers,
processors, retailers and consumers in the fluid milk industry was conducted to provide an understandi.ng of how the four segments of the in- ·
dustry have adjusted since the repeal of the Act.
analysis are presented in

~he

The results of that

followi.ng section of this Chapter.

The Impact of the Repeal - on .~ Grade · A Milk Producers
· in Eastern south Dakota
One of the arguments against the South Dakota Dairy t1arketing Act
was that the Act maintained blend prices producers. received from processors at levels higher than would have occurred under an unregulated
market .

The main purpose of this section is to evaluate this argument.

This evaluation will be in three stages, first, a discussion of the
volume of milk produced will be presented.
of fluid milk will be discussed.
will be evaluated.

Second, util ·zation patterns

Third, changes in the pricing picture

Finally, the three will be put together to determine

impact on the producers.
Producer Milk Receipts ·and Flow to Market
It is recognized that the repeal of the Dairy Marketing Act should
not directly affect the volume of milk produced.
portant in determining total producer receipts.

However, volume is imTherefore, a brief

discussion of volume is in order.
The volume of producer milk pooled by regulated handlers in the
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Eastern South Dakota marketing area in 1979 reflected a slight increase
over 1978 (Table 1).

For the year, an average of 457.6 producers

delivered 279.9 million pounds of producer

~ilk

into pool handlers

in 1979 (Table 1).
Average daily delivery per producer in 1979 was 1691.4 pounds, or
35.9 pounds above the 1978 average.

Daily average producer milk de-

liveries were higher in every month of 1979 compared to 1978 except for
July (Table 1).
Data for 1979 reflect declines in total producer milk receipts in
four months and increases in eight months.

March, July, August and

November had volumes less than the corresponding month a year earlier.
Although 1979 total producer receipts were at a higher volume than
1978, the percent increase over the previous year was quite small at

0.6 percent.

Therefore, the producers have not significantly changed

production since the repeal of the act and even that small change should
not be attributed to the repeal of the Dairy Marketing Act.
Another aspect of interest to producers, in a dition to volume produced, is the flow of product to market.

Under the provisions of the

Federal Market Orders, local processors are encouraged by the system to
buy from local producers.

This procedure used in the marketing of raw

Grade A milk has not changed since the repeal of the Act.

Local pro-

ducers within the marketing order area are protected from other producers
outside the marketing area by the pricing system.

Also, they receive
11

protection from other processor shipments which comes from the allocation provisions .. of Federal Marketing Orders.

Interviews with milk
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Table 1
Eastern South Dakota Federal Order 76
Number of Grade A Producers, Average Daily Delivery Per Producer
and Volume of Producer Milk Delivered to Pool Handlers,
by Month - 1978 and 1979

Month

Volume of Producer
Milk Delivered to
Pool Handlers
% 1978
1979
1979
%
Change
Change

Number of Grade A
Mi 1k Produc·e rs

Average Daily
Delivery/Producer

1978

1978

1979

%

ChanQe

(Pounds)
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Annual
Total
Simple
Average
Source:

479
476
476
471
470
470
459
466
465
464
465
460

467
462
462
469
469
460
455
455
449
445
449
449

-2.5
-2.9
-2.9
- .4
- .4
-2.1
- .9
-2.4
-3.4
-4.1
-3.4
-2.4

468.4 457.6 -2.3

1602
1642
1675
1714
1773
1858
1769
1644
1553
1512
1520
1604

1656 3.4
1690 2.9
1722 2.8
2.7
1761
1816 2.4
1879 1 . 1
1739 -1.7
1676 1 . 9
1577 1 . 5
4.7
1581
1559 2.7
2.3
1641

1655.5 1691.4 2.2

(Million Pounds)
23.4
21 .3
24.7
24.0
25.5
25.4
25.0
23.4
20.7
21.9
21 . l
21.9

23.9
21.7
24.5
24.7
26.1
25.4
23.4
23.1
21 .4
22.0
21 .1
22.5

278.3

279.8

23 . 2

23.3

2.2
2.0
- .6
2.9
2.6
.1
-6.3
-1 . 6
3.6
.7
- .2
2.5

.6

Market Administrator•s Report. Nebraska - Western Iowa, Black
Hills, South Dakota and Eastern South Dakota Marketing Areas
Federal Orders 65, 75, and 76. From January 1978 to December
1979.
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milk processors indicated that their local fluid milk market is still
supplied by local milk ·producers and that the repeal of the Act has not
affected the local producer.

Producers still market their raw Grade A

milk through the known channels and the structure of the market has not
changed since the repeal of the Act.
Utilization of Milk
While the repeal of

t~e

Dairy Marketing Act did not affect producer

volume, it could have an impact on how that volume is used.
In 1979, six pooled handlers in the Eastern South Dakota marketing
area used 279.8 million pounds of Grade A milk from producers in the
marketing area.

In addition, 11.2 million pounds of Grade A milk were

shipped to them from sources outside the marketing area.

This represents

a 17 percent decline from the previous year when shipments of 13.5
. d . 1 The decline in shipments can be at least
m1"1 lion pounds were rece1ve

partially attributed to two factors.

First, total producer receipts in

the marketing area jumped from 278.3 million pounds in 1978 to 279.8
million pounds in 1979.

Second, Class I utilization slipped from about

138 million pounds in 1978 to 136 million pounds.

Therefore, there was

less requirement for milk inshipments.
The percent of milk which was assigned to Class I uses in 1979
reflected a decrease of 1.6 percent from 1978.

Th i s resulted in 136.5

1compiled from Market Administrator's Report.

Nebraska - Iowa,
Black Hill, South Dakota and Eastern South Dakota Marketing Areas
Federal Orders 65, 75, and 76. From January 1978 to December 1979.
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Table 2
Eastern South Dakota Federal Order 76
Milk Marketed by Grade A Producers and Average Class
Utilization .of Producer Milk by Year 1978 and 1979
Volume of Milk Marketed
b' Grade A Producers
19 8
1979
Change
Million Pounds Percent

Class
Class I
Class II
Class III

Source:

138.7
35.1
104.5

136.5
33.8
109.7

-1.6
-3.7
5.0

Utilization of Producer
Milk

1978

1979

Percent

50.3
12.6
37.2

48.9
12.0
39.1

Change
-1 .4
- .6
1. 9

Market Administrator's Report Nebraska - Western Iowa, Black
Hills, South Dakota and Eastern South Dakota Marketing Areas
Federal Orders 65, 75, and 76. From January 1978 to December
1979.
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million pounds classified as Class I in 1979 (see Table 2). · Class III
usage in 1979 increased five percent over 1978.
If milk is shifted from Class I to Class III, producer receipts are
lowered.

For example, if simple average minimum prices for 100 pounds

of milk containing 3.5 percent butterfat paid to producers in 1979 are
used, a decrease in revenue of $1.26 is noted for each 100 pounds of
milk shifted from Class I · to Class III uses.

The 1.26 figure used

is the difference between the average 1979 Class I price and

the average

Class III price.
Levels of milk utilization also are shown in Table 2.

Class I use

amounted to 48.9 percent in 1979, or down 1.4 percentage points from 1978.
Class II utilization in 1979 was 12.0 percent, or down 0.6 percentage
points from the previous year.

Class III usage in 1979 was 39.1 percent,

or up 1.9 percentage points from 1978.
The defenders of the Act said reductions in Class I usage would
occur if the Act were repealed.

Generally, the argument was that South

Dakota would be flooded with bottled milk from surrounding states.

The

contention was that this would lower the Class I utilization rate and,
thus, the blend price for the producer.

The latter result would occur

because the blend price depends upon the Class I utilization rate in the
market.

Class I utilization was down 1.4 percentage points from 1978.

A note of caution is needed here.

Blend price variability arises

not so much from Class I utilization but because the differential between
Class I prices and the other two classified prices is so large.

This

size of the differential affects the impact of a changing utilization
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rate upon the blend price.

Assuming that the price differential were

zero between class prices in a market, changing utilization rates and
using the blend price fonnula as .authorized ·by the law would have no
impact upon the blend price.

But, as the differential between the Class

I price and the other two classes increases, there is greater variability
in the blend prices.

While both an

inc~ease

in the utilization rate of

Class I milk and an increase in the price differential drives up blend
prices, the latter effect fs the most pronounced.
Mi 1 k Pr i c i ng

Two prices must be examined in order to evaluate the impact of the
repeal of the South Dakota milk marketing Act:

the class prices paid by

the processors and prices received by producers of Grade A milk.
Both class nominal prices (f.o.b. market) and blend nominal prices
(f.o.b. market) applicable to the Eastern South Dakota marketing area
higher in 1979 than in 1978, or after the repeal of the Act.

The

Minnesota - Wisconsin (M - W) price (the average price per hundredweight
for manufacturing grade milk f.o.b. plants in Minnesota and Wisconsin
and the price upon which federal order class prices are built) increased
in 1979 from an average of $9.57 in 1978 to $10.91 in 1979 (see Table
B-1 in Appendix B).

This increase was influenced by the federal support
.
. m1"lk . 2 · supper t pr1ces
in the minimum prices for manufactur1ng
place a

floor under the M - Wwhich in turn directly affects all federal order
prices.
2For a description of the price support see Agricultural Handbook
No . 476, u. s. Department of Agriculture, January 1975, p. 180-187.
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This in turn resulted in high Class I prices during the year.
Basically, the class prices for the month per hundredweight of milk containing 3.5 percent butterfat are determined as follows:
Class III price
Class II price
Class I price

= M - W (basic formula price for the month)
= M - W (basic formula price for the month) plus 10¢
=

M - W (basic formula price for the second prec~ding month) plus $1 .40

The price differentials were set under Federal Milk Marketing Order
provisions and remained the· same throughout the entire year of 1979.

3

Class and blend prices (f.o.b. market) of producer milk, as shown
in Table 3, were higher in every month (over the preceding month•s price)
from January, 1978 through December, 1979, except for April, June and
December of 1979.

On a yearly basis, the average blend price for 1979

was $11.61 per hundredweight, up $1.41 per hundredweight over 1978.

The

biggest gain was noted for Class III prices, which were 14 percent over
the previous year.

Class I prices were up 13.8 percent over 1978 prices

(Table 3).
This being the case, one can conclude that higher prices received by
the producers were caused more by increases in the M - W base price than
from the repeal of the Marketing Act.

Interviews with milk processors

confirmed this when they indicated that the prices they paid to producers
have gone considerably higher since the repeal of the Act.

However, they

also stated that the Act had nothing directly to do with the determination of blend prices.
A question might be raised as to whether or not the repeal of the
3
code Federal Regulations Section 1076.50 parts 1060 to 1119 of
Title 7 of the Code 1979, p. 212.
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Act harmed producers of Grade A milk.

Since the repeal, the Class I

utilization rate for 1979 .was down by 1.4 percentage points over 1978.
Even though this section has shown conclusively that there have been
some changes in class utilization levels and prices, the sole responsibility for this effect cannot, however, be placed on the repeal
of the Act.
over 1978.

Meanwhile, total producer receipts increased by 0.5 percent
Also, over the past year, the classified pricing policies

of the federal order boosted .Grade A prices in the marketing area.

Pro-

ducers received, on an average, $1.41 more per hundredweight in 1979
than 1978.

It is important to note that the market structure of producer

pricing of Grade A milk has not been affected by the repeal of the Act.
Producers are protected to a large extent by the Federal Milk
Marketing Orders.

The Federal Milk Marketing Orders establish the

minimum prices to the producers.

Thus, the federal orders system is

responsible for highter blend prices.
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Table 3
Eastern South Dakota Federal Order 76
Minimum Prices for lOO ' Pounds of Milk Containing 3.5% Butterfat
Paid to Producers 1978 and 1979
Blend · Price Class I Price
$
$

Class II Price
$

Class III Price
$

1978
9.60
9. 71
9.74
9.84
9.86
9.89
10.09
10.28
10.48
10.75
10.99
11.16

10.19
10.27
10.31
10.40
10.49
10.64
10.65
l 0. 66
l 0. 73
11.08
11.30
11.58

9. 01
9.10
9.19
9.34
9.35
9.36
9.43
9.78
10.00
10.28
10.54
10.70

8. 91
9.00
9.09
9.24
9.25
9.26
9.33
9.68
9·. 90
10.18
10.44
10.60

Simple Avg. 10.20
1978

10.69

9.67

9.57

11.28
11.30
11.31
11.29
11.33
11 . 31
11 . 51
11.76
11.87
12.06
12.18
12.07

11.84
12.00
11.95
11.92
11.99
12.03
12.07
12.16
12.27
12.49
12.72
12.65

l 0.65
10.62
l 0.69
10.73
10.99
10.86
10.97
11 . 19
11.43
11.35
11.37
11.44

10.55
10.52
10.59
10.63
10.67
10.76
10.87
11.09
11 .32
11.25
11.27
11 .34

11.61

12.17

11 . 01

10.91

+13.8%

+13.8%

+13.9%

+14.0%

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

1979
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Simple Avg.
1979
CHANGE %
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The Impact ·af the ·Repeal of the Act on the
Fluid Milk Processors
One part of the study .focused on the effects of the repeal of the
Dairy Marketing Act on fluid milk processors.

Four areas were examined:

1) market shares, 2) competition, 3) pricing policies, and 4) processors
operations.
Market Shares
Processing plant managers were asked to estimate if their own
share of the market has increased or decreased one year following the
repeal of the Act.

The results are summarized below:
Table 4

Changes in Market Share of Fluid Milk Processors in
Eastern South Dakota Markets After the Repeal
Processors

Market Shares

Reason for Change

A

Increased

Expansion of distribution
area

B

Decreased

Influx of out-of-s tat e private label milk along the
eastern border

c

No change

D

Decreased

N/A
Due to private label milk

The main reasons cited for decreases in market shares were either
directly or indirectly related to the influx of out-of-state private
labeling.

Two of the managers agreed that private labels had come into

their market area and had been successful in obtaining some of the
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wholesale business. Respondents also said they had lost some shelf space
in the food chain stores along the eastern border of South Dakota.

The

loss of shelf space is not uncommon since the -retailer controls the
amount of space allotted to each brand . .
Competitors
Changes in market structure were identified by asking processors
to indicate instances in
repeal of the Act.

whi~h

competitors left a market following the

All respondents agreed that none had left.

Rather,

some out-of-state processors have shipped bottled milk into South Dakota
and have taken some of the in-state market from in-state processors.

The

out-of-state processors were able to do this because of the pricing policy
they could follow because of several factors.

These included lower costs

of operation and/or distribution and lower price paid for Grade A milk.
The latter condition is possible because of the federal order system.
Therefore, in-state processors have difficulty competing on the basis of
price with out-of-state processors, especially for the food chain accounts
or other large volume accounts.
Pricing Policies
There are three important aspects of pricing policies associated
with the repeal of the Act.

First, all the managers agreed that they

are free to set their own prices.

They did not feel that there are any

government pricing restrictions (other than the Federal order) and that
the prices processors charge are set by competition.
Second, the wholesale price of the private label milk they package
was less than that charged on their own processor brand.

The wholesale
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price differentials between the major brands and the private label
brands were one cent per half gallon and two cents per gallon.

The pri-

vate label brand was essentially the same quality product as their own
brand.

Therefore, part of the price differential may be accounted for

in the type of services provided on private label brands.

Most pro-

cessors indicated that re.duced service was a factor in the lower price.
A third aspect of pricing policies is associated in negotiation
with price for private label accounts.

Evidence suggested that a

specific term contract granted on bid basis is being used by some of the
food chains in influencing the competitive behavior of the processor in
negotiating a price.

The large volume represented by food chain pri-

vate label accounts leads to intense competition for these accounts by
milk processors. This situation may be described by the following
quotation.

"Since the buyer (food chain) is in control of the

scarce resource - namely, the sales outlet - he is in a favorable negotiation position.

The processors, motivated to expand their output by

the low marginal cost associated with unused capacity, ar e in a relatively weak bargaining position," Padberg et. al (1964).
It is safe to say that under the Marketing Act there was little or
no price negotiation.

After the repeal, most of the pricing i nfluence

has been assumed by the retailer, mainly as a result of conditions
similar to those noted in the above quotation.
Processors have also changed their monthly volume discount to the
buyers (retailers) as follows:
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Prior

Current

Discount
Under $500/mo.
$501 - $1,000/mo.
$1,001 - $1,500/mo.
$1,501 - $2,500/mo.
Over $2,501/mo.

Di'scount

0%
2%
3%
5%
8%

Under $1,000/mo.
$1,001- $1,500/mo.
$1,501 - $2,500/mo.
$2,501 - · $5,000/mo
Over $5,001

0%
2%
4%
6%
8%

Competitive Practices
Managers were asked about inducements being used by their competitors
in competing for accounts in the market in which they operate.

As might

be expected, managers agreed that pricing competition" has increased
11

and, along with this, other inducements are being used.

For example,

the type of service provided with milk delivery to the store _can be
varied.

It was agreed by the managers that the use of price in competing

for accounts may lead to unfair trade practices, such as selling below
cost, by some competitors.
of their market shares.

If others cannot compete, they may lose some

However, managers were not prepared to say how

that might happen.
Effects of the Repeal on Processors Operation
Distribution.

Managers were in agreement that the number of

county-towns home milk delivery routes have been decreased in some of
their market areas and have been consolidated in others in an effort
to cut down costs.

All managers decreased county-town deliveries from

three days per week prior to the repeal to only two days per week after
the repeal.

The number of home deliveries has been reduced in some

areas from two to three times per week prior to the repeal to only once
per week after the repeal.

While it is not claimed that the repeal
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caused the above changes, it probably speeded up the process.
Service.

Almost all of the changes in services took the form of

a reduction in services right after the repeal .of the Act.
almost all the processors shifted to drop deliveries.

For example,

Milk is left at

the rear of the retail outlet or sometimes put inside a cooler.
was in contrast to full

s~rvice

the store by the route man.
area, stamped the retail

This

delivery where milk was brought into

He also placed the milk in the display

prit~

on it and removed any outdated product.

Thus, in drop deliveries, the retailer provided the labor necessary in
carrying out these activities.

Due to competition in the market all

processors now are offering full service deliveries for their own brands
and drop deliveries for private label brands.

This provided a basis for

at least part of the differential found between wholesale prices of
private label brands and major brands.
In summary, the managers agreed that some modification in the
operation of their business has come about as a result of the repeal of
the South Dakota Dairy. Marketing Act of 1966.

Mainly , the impacts were:

1) processors obtained more freedom to set their own wholesale prices,
2) there was increased competition from out-of-state bottled milk and
private brands, and 3) there was a loss of market shares along the
eastern border.
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The Impact of the Repeal at the Retail Level
Under the South Dakota Dariy Marketing Act, a retailer could not
sell or offer to sell fluid milk at· a price below the price set by the
dairy marketing commission.

Also, the retailer could not sell or offer

to sell fluid milk of one brand at a price which was different from the
price charged by that retailer for an equal quantity of fluid milk which
is of the same type, grade, or quality, but of a different brand.

Since

the Act was repealed, wholesale and retail prices of fluid milk are not
subject to the price fixing regulations described above.
some marketing practices have changed.

As a result,

Some of these changes are

examined in this Chapter.
Terminology
For the purposes of this chapter, the following terms are
clarified.
Major brands - products sold under the brand name of the processor.
Private brands - products sold under the brands of the retailer.
Private brands include those packed for the retailer by the processor.
Regional processors - processors outside the area of Eastern South
Dakota Marketing Order number 76.
Local processors - processors within the area of Eastern South
Dakota Marketing Order number 76.
Number of Processors Serving Stores
It is a common practice among stores to be served by more than one
processor so they can provide customers with a choice of brands or can
satisfy the brand preferences of a larger proportion of customers.
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Among the 49 stores observed, only three stores were served by a single
processor.

On the other hand more than 90 percent of the 49 stores re-

ceived milk from two or more processors.
· An average of 1.8 processors served ·each independent grocery store
and small family store and an average of 2.6 processors served each food
chain store (Table 5).

Lack of available data before the repeal prevent-

ed a comparison of these results to the situation before the repeal.
Table 5
Average Number of Processors Serving Stores
Type of Store
Food Chain Stores
Independent and Small Family Stores
All Stores

...

Processors
2.6
1.8
2.0

Retailers in both the county-town communities and in urban areas
included in the study reported that they had an adequate supply of milk
available from either or both of two sources:

1) out-of-state processors

which ship milk into South Dakota, often long distances away, and 2)
local processors operating within the state.
In addition to the number of processors serving a retailer, the
frequency with which a retailer is serviced by each is important.

Two

to three times per week delivery has become a common practice on countytowns delivery routes as compared to three to four ti es per week
delivery before the repeal.
The frequency with which each of the four local processors• products were stocked, as measured by the number of stores in which their
brands were found, is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6
Major Brands Most Frequently Stocked in 49 Eastern South Dakota
Stores - ·November and December 1979
Name of rvtajor
Brand
A
B

Number of Stores
in \~hich Found
Prior
After

D

26
40
3
7

25
40
3
6

E
F

10

2

9
2

G
H
I

1
3

J

4

c

6

1
3
7
3

Geogra phi ca 1
Classification

Change

Local
Local
Local
Local
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional

-1
0

0
-1
-1

0
0
0
1

-1

Local processors brands showed the highest frequency in the distribution of fluid milk in the sample market area (Table 6).

Also, as

shown in Table 6, two retailers dropped two local brands after the
repeal because they could get their supply from another at lower cost.
Regional brands were dropped by two retailers but added by one.

The

small changes noted in Table 6 are indications that retailers have not
changed their suppliers as a result of the repeal.

Also, regional

brands have not caused the removal of local brands as it was feared by
the defenders of the Act prior to the repeal.
While regional brands logically would be found in fewer stores
than locally know brands, these regional brands still

ffer considerable

competition to local brands in the fluid milk market. For example, one
regional brand was found in nine of the stores, while another regional
brand was displayed in seven stores.
in fewer stores.

Two of the local brands were stocked
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It should be pointed out that the presence of a particular brand
in a large number of stores does not necessarily imply predominance of
that brand in the stores.

Thus, al·though a

lo~al

brand may be stocked in

more stores than a regional brand, the local brand may occupy a much
smaller percentage of the total shelf space than the regional brand.
While this relationship was observed by the writer, it was not possible
to determine the exact impact of the regional brands on the market.

This

was because there was insufficient data on how much of the total fluid
milk consumption comes from outside the Eastern South Dakota marketing
area.
Product Differentiation
Changes in the market structure of the fluid milk retailing sector,
particulary with the growth in relative importance of private labeling
by food chains, have markedly influenced buyer-seller relationships
between the fluid milk retailers and fluid milk processors.

More and

more retail stores are procuring and merchandising private label brands
of milk.

Also, in recent months a large part of the competitive behavior

among fluid milk products is traceable to the increasing use of private
brands.
Major reasons given by respondents for the growth in the use of
private brands related to building consumer loyalty f or their own store
brands and being able to obtain and sell private brands at lower prices.
Other reasons given by respondents included the need to remain competitive, the opportunity to provide the consumer an increased choice
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and more control over the pricing and merchandising of milk.

While

some of these changes would have been possible under the _Dairy Marketing

Act~

the extent of their use would have been limited and, some

would not have been possible prior to the repeal of the Act.
Prevalence of Private Br&nds
Over 87 percent of Food Chain Stores visited sold fluid milk
packaged under their own private brand.

In addition, virtually all

stores stocked with private brands gave a larger percentage of their
shelf space to private brands than the processor's brand (major brands).
As a result of the development of private brands in the market, mainly
because of the repeal of the Act, the importance of major brands has
declined in areas along the eastern border of South Dakota.
Price Differences
Prices of fluid milk sold in the various communities differ considerably.

However, within the smaller communities there was relatively

little or no variation in prices of fluid milk in stores which were
stocked with only two local major brands.

Most of the retailers in the

rural areas responded that they were still using the old pricing system
of 10 percent minimum mark-up to avoid price wars.
Wide price variation in urban areas was observed, particularly
between private brands and the major brands.

Prices of major brands

predictably exceeded the price of private brands in most stores.

In

most of the stores as a group, the price of a major brand of a gallon of
two percent low-fat milk was between 6¢ and 50¢ higher than that of private brands.
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A few exceptions were encountered.

For example, stores in the _north-

eastern part of South Dakota often sold their private brands for as
much as the major brands.

In that area, stores engaged in a variety of

nonprice competition practices but seemed to avoid price competition.
Price of Brands and Shelf, Space Allocated to Them
Although precise measurements were not obtained, it was evident
that food chain stores allocated more space to private brands than to
major brands.
advantages.

In general, stores also favored private brands with pricing
This was not possible prior to the repeal.

Behavior of Competitors
Some respondents in the small stores expressed a concern that the
food chain stores in the industry were selling their private brands of
fluid milk at prices lower than the small store can afford to charge.
There was concern that this would destroy competition or eliminate a
competitor and thus the large stores would gain a greater share of the
market.

To the small store owners or managers, this would mean economic

disaster.
The use of milk or other dairy products as a loss leader is becoming a fact of life in many chain stores in the border towns.

While

some stores are able to engage in such practices to t heir own benefit,
others within the same industry are severely injured.

A major reason

given for this was that food chain stores with their increasing volume
of business can afford to take a loss on milk and still make it up on
other items while smaller stores can not afford such a loss due to their
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volume of business.

Smaller volume retailers also felt that the food

chain stores were selling .below cost as a method of increasing their
market shares.
Advertising and Promotion ·Policies
The growth of private brands, particularly in the food chain stores,
has changed the advertising and promotion policies for fluid milk.

The

use of extensive local advertising and promotional sales on private
brands as a special inducement to get customers to shop in a particular
store has increased.
be price oriented.

Most of those advertising on private brands tend to
This was expected because such practices were

prohibited under the Dairy Marketing Act and repeal of the Act removed
that obstacle.
In summary, it appears that the repeal has caused a change in the
pricing of retail fluid milk.

The power of setting fluid milk prices has

shifted from the processors to retailers.

The price differential between

the private brands and the major brands in the retail market structure
is one of the most striking changes as a result of the repeal.
The Impact of the Repeal on the Consumer
The effects of the repeal of the South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act
on the consumer are discussed in this section.

There are a number of

variables, both economic and non-economic, which affect the quantity of
fluid milk consumed.

However, because of the lack of retail price data

for the Eastern South Dakota marketing area, previous studies of the
price elasticity of demand and general observations will be used to draw
conclusions about consumption one year after the repeal.
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Demand Elasticity
The impact on

consum~tion

of fluid milk due to changes in retail

price can be estimated by the concept of price elasticity of demand.
Elasticity is measured by the percentage ·change in quantity demanded
relative to percentage change in price.

In this study, elasticity of

demand is defined as the responsiveness of quantity demanded of fluid
milk to variations in the retail price of fluid milk.

A prior ex-

pectation is that fluid milk consumption will be negatively related to
the price of fluid milk.

In cases where demand elasticity for which the

absolute value of the elasticity coefficient is less than unity, demand
is inelastic, a one percent change in price would be accompanied by a
less than one percent change in fluid milk consumption.

If demand is

elastic, fluid milk consumption would change more than one percent in
response to a one percent change in price of fluid milk.
Estimates of consumer response to retail price changes of fluid milk
have been presented in several studies.
7.

Examples are presented in Table

Researchers in most of these studies have indicated that the demand

for fluid milk is highly inelastic with respect to price.

The exception

is a study by Boehm and Babb, where they found the demand for fluid milk
to be very price inelastic in the short run, but price elastic in the
long run.
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Table 7
Elasticities of Demand for Fluid Milk with Respect to Price
AUTHOR

PRICE
ELASTICITY

Brandow'l
George & Kingb
PratoC
Boehm & Babbd

- 0.285
' - 0.346
- 0.5765
0.14
(short run)
- 1-628
(long run)

TYPE OF STUDY
All food elasticities
All food elasticities
334 Florida household
Market Research Corp.
of American Data CrossSection

aBrandow, G. E., Interrelations Among Demands for Farm Products and Implications for Control of Market Supply, Bulletin 680, The Pennsylvania State University, August l96l
bGeorge, P. S. and G. A. King, Consumer Demand for Food Conmodities in
the United States with Projections for 1980, Giannini Foundation
Monograph No. 26 Berkeley, California, r~arch 1971
cPrato, Anthony A., Household Demand and Purchasing Behavior for Fluid
Milk in Gainesvill, Florida, Florida Agricultural Experiment Station,
Agricultural Economics Report 19, March 1971
dBoehm, ~~illiam T. and Emerson M. Babb, Household Consum~tion of Beverage Milk Products, Indiana Agricultural Experiment Stat1on Bulletin
No. 75, March 1975
The different time periods and specifications involved in this
study made a complete evaluation of the different elasticity estimates
difficult.

However, one general observation can be made--that the

demand for fluid milk is inelastic.

The possible impact of price changes

on milk consumption was estimated by using the follow ·ng assumpti ons:
(1)

Per capita consumption in South Dakota is equal to the
United States per capita consumption of 234 pounds of fluid
mi 1 k per year.
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(2)

The average price of two percent low-fat milk is $1.80 per
gallon.

(3)

Demand elasticity is estimated at -.346, or the estimate
presented in the George and King study noted in Table 7.

(4)

Estimated price changes are as shown in Table 8.

While precise measurements of price changes were not obtained in this
study, it is likely that the. real price of milk to many consumers in
eastern South Dakota currently is lower than if the Act was still in
effect.

Lower prices could be due to any one or a combination of the

following reasons:
I.

Some retailers procure their own private brand at a lower cost

than major brands and are passing it on to the consumer by selling private brands at lower prices than major brands.
II. Some retailers are willing to settle for smaller margins in
order to remain competitive price-wise.
III. Some retailers are more inclined to use fluid milk as price
specials and loss leaders while they charge higher prices for non dairy
products in the store.
IV. Milk is sold at a lower price while higher prices are charged ·
for other dairy products in the store.
Estimates of per capita consumption of fluid mil k in a market in
eastern South Dakota under the above assumptions are presented in
Table 8.
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Table 8
Estimated Effects on Per Capita Fluid Milk Consumption in Eastern
South Dakota Because 6f Decreases in Retail Price of Fluid Milk
Decrease in Retail
Price per gallon in
Cents

Computed Per Capita
Consumption Change
Pounds
2.25
4.50 '
6.75
9.00

5
10
15

20

Total Per
Capita Consumption
Pounds
236.25
238.50
240.75
243.00

The figures in Table 8 reveal the low sensitivity of the market
to price changes.

This is due to the inelastic nature of demand for

fluid milk with respect to price in the market.

To put it in measurable

terms, a 20 cent change in the price of a gallon of fluid milk would
result in a change of only nine pounds of fluid milk per capita annual
consumption.

This is a change of only one gallon of milk per year.

These estimates, suggest that the repeal has caused consumption to
increase but not very much. Again, the assumption noted earlier
must be kept in mind.
General Observations
The repeal of the South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act has enabled
retailers to change their marketing strategies.

They now can compete

on the basis of price, offering price differential between their private
brands and major brands and also by putting fluid milk on advertised
specials.

Such practices were prohibited prior to the repeal.

Since the repeal, retail prices for fluid milk have changed freely
and competition has been intense in some markets.

For the most part,

milk prices have moved upward with the price level of food in general.

,.
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However, an interesting practice was observed during the study..

In

October, 1978, a gallon o·f . two percent low-fat fluid milk cost the consumer $1.89 in most stores in the eastern South Dakota marketing area.
That was the minimum retail price allowed by the Law for all brands of
the product.

During the same period in 1979, prices in the area ranged

from $1.49 a gallon for a private brand to $2.09 a gallon for a major
brand, or a difference of 60 cents per gallon.

Prior to the repeal,

similar fluid milk products but of a different brand would have carried
the same price.

Prices of private brands were found to be consistently

lower than the closest competing major brands and, as was indicated by
retail managers, lower prices for private brands were being used to establish strong consumer preference for their private brands.

But, these

same managers also agreed that in some cases the price differential was
more than offset by continued consumer

loyalty to the major brands.

Interviews with milk processors indicated that no observable
retail price changes had occurred in central and western South Dakota
as a result of the repeal of the Act.

They commented that prices

in these markets were higher than eastern South Dakota.

Competition

with surrounding states' cheaper milk and lower distribution costs in .
eastern South Dakota appear to be the main reason for this situation.
It was concluded after visiting both small towns and bigger towns
during the study that retailers in the small towns were also using
private brands.

However, their pricing systems for private and major

brands were nearly identical.

Also, prices were more stable when
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compared to the bigger towns.

Pricing competition in the larger towns

was keener than in the small towns.

.

.

Considerable price variation

existed among the two markets during the study.
With both price and nonprice competition in the retail fluid milk
market now as a result of the repeal welfare of consumers presumably
has increased.

In addition, consumers may effect further savings

in some markets with selective buying of fluid milk where prices of
private brands are consistantly lower than those for major brands.

,.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of the repeal
of the South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act as it affected the fluid milk industry in eastern South Dakota.

Primary data were obtained through

personal interviews conducted · in November and December of 1979 with
fluid milk processors and retailers.

Secondary data were obtained from

published reports for the state and federal governments.
The study was limited to the producer, processor, retailer .and consumer segments of the fluid milk industry in eastern South Dakota.
regions in the state and other dairy products were not included.

Other
Thus,

the findings reported here do not constitute a complete evaluation of
the impact of the repeal on the entire dairy industry.

Therefore, ap-

plication of the findings to other regions should be attempted only
with caution.
For the producer, several changes have occurred since the repea l .
For example, Class I utilization of fluid milk decreased by 1.4 percentage points while average nominal blend prices in 1979 increased 13.8
percent over 1978 blend prices.
constant since the repeal.

Production levels have remained fairly

However, since these cha nges cannot be at-

tributed to the repeal, it was concluded that producers have not been
affected by the repeal of the South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act.
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Processors now are free to establish wholesale prices compared to
fixed minimum wholesale prices under regulation.

Competitive conditions

for fluid milk processors also have changed in recent months due to the
repeal of the Act.

The emphasis has changed from nonprice competition

prior to the repeal to direct price competition after the repeal.

Not

only must processors within the marketing area compete with one another,
but they must also compete with out-of-state processors for their share
of eastern South Dakota markets.

The movement of bottled milk to the

eastern border from out of state has led to more competition, sometimes
even to the point of displacing local processors in the market.
There is evidence that some shift in market power from processors to
retailers has resulted due to the repeal of the Act and has affected
individual firm conduct.

One such change is in a shift of bargaining

power from processors to retailers due to the increasing use of private
brands by food chain stores.
operations of processors.

The repeal has likewise affected the daily

These effects were seen most often by changes

in the type of delivery, pricing policies, distribution routes and other
things.
The repeal of the Act has had and continues to have an important ·
impact on the nature of competition in the retail market.

Retailers now

are using price and nonprice methods of competition prohibited by the
Act.

Their power in pricing fluid milk in the store and their control

of the shelf space all have increased their marketing power.
desirable price effect to the retailers and consumers.

This was a

Through the use

of private brands, retailers have gained market power and they have also
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used private brands as a means to influence consumers• choice between
private brands and major brands.

In the stores visited, private brands

usually are sold for a lower price .than major brands.

Their emphasis of

advertising and promotional sale has shifted from the product to price.
Prior to the repeal, branding was used as a means of product differentiation and in engaging in nonprice competition.

Now, private brands

are being used for engaging .in direct price competition.
Retail price deregulation has had some consumer benefits.
can now select on the basis of price.

Consumers

Particulary, the consumer can

select private brands and pay lower prices for those brands.
consumers stand to gain by selective buying of fluid milk.

Therefore,
That could

not have happened under the Act.
Conclusions
(1)

Producer prices have not been affected by the repeal.

(2)

Processors are free to establish their own wholesale
prices without the influence of state regul at ion.

(3)

Retailers have gained control over pricing of fluid
milk in their own stores as a result of the repeal.

(4)

Consumer prices have declined for those engaging in
selective purchasing of fluid milk.
Recommendations for Further Research

The full impact of the repeal upon the producers may not yet be
fully realized.

It will probably be contingent, to a large extent, upon

Class I fluid milk utilization.

If that continues its downward trend,

and such a change can be attributed to the repeal, there may still be
greater impacts on producers income.

A major thrust of future research
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efforts should be toward more precise measurement of declining Class I
utilization upon producers · revenue.
This study has revealed other changes that have taken place, pointing up the need for further research.

For example, there was concern

on the part of respondents that private brands are being used too
frequently as

feature~

items in retail sales promotion.

Also, there was

concern that some major brands have lost shelf space to private brands
and out-of-state processbrs.

One might ask how these changes affect in-

state processors• gross margins after the repeal.

Also, how much did

private brands and out-of-state milk contribute to shifts in market shares
following the repeal of the Act.
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Appendix A - 1
Survey of Processors
(1)

What are some of the effects on your firm as a result of the removal by repeal of the South Dakota Dairy Marketing Act of dock and
minimum wholesale prices set by the marketing commission for fluid
milk?

(2)

Do you feel that trade practices are now different than before the
repeal?

(3)

How much of your fluid milk is sold in cities with 5,000 or more
population as compared with smaller towns?
Before the Repeal
5,000 or more
smaller

After the Repeal

%

--%

%

------,%

(4)

Before the repeal of the Act, what percentage of your total volume
of fluid milk was going out-of-state?

(5)

Has the repeal caused significant increases or decreases in your
sale of fluid milk?
in-state (increased or decreased) by
out-of-state (increased or decreased) by

(6)

Do you feel your major brand is selling?

%

----%
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· (7)

What is the average wholesale price differential between your major
brand and private brands you package?

(8)

Before repeal of the Act, you took back outdated, spoiled and
broken packages of milk. What is the practice now?

(9)

Before repeal of the Act~ you were required to give the following
discounts to retailers:
Less than $500/mo.
$500- $1,000/mo.
$1,001 - $1,500/mo.
$1,501 - $2,500/mo.
Over $2,500/mo.

0%

2%
3%
5%

8%

What discounts are you giving now?

(10) What impacts on producers have you seen as a result of the repealed
Act?

(11) What inducements are being used by your competiters in competing
for accounts of wholesale customers?

(12) Has the repeal caused any of your competitors to leave the market?
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(13) Has the repeal caused any impacts:
on county - towns· delivery?

on home delivery?

(14) General Comments:
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Appendix A - 2
Survey of Retailers
(1)

Who were your suppliers of fluid mil.k and how much of the total
volume you require was supplied by each before and after repeal
of the South Dakota ·Diary Marketing Act?
Before
Name

Location

After
%

Name

Location

%

a.
. b.

c.
(2a) Before the repeal of the Act, you paid the same price for private
brand and major brand fluid milk of equal type and grade. What is
the practice now?

(2b) What is the average wholesale price differential between your private brand and the major brand (or brands)?

(3)

Have your relative space allocations for private brand and major
brand milk changed since the repeal of the Act?
Space for major brand (increased or decreased) by
Space for private brand (increased or decreased) by

(4)

%
%

----

When you have a special on fluid milk, is it on your private brand
or on a major brand?
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{5)

Has most of your milk advertising been aimed at your private brand?

(6)

Does the major brand firm do its own promotion?

(7)

Before the repeal of the Act, the markup on fluid milk was a m1n1mum
of 10 percent of the wholesale price. What percentage markups did
you use then and what are the markups now?

Major Brand
Private Brand

Before

After

%
--%

%
--%

(8)

Are the present markups enough to cover your cost or do you make up
losses on sales of other products?

(9)

Before the act was repealed, you were receiving the following discounts:
less than $500/mo.
$500- $1,000/mo.
$1,001 - $1,500/mo.
$1,501 - $2,500/mo.
over $2,500/mo.

0%
2%
3%
5%
8%

What discounts are you receiving now?

(10) Have consumer purchases of fluid milk changed since the Act was
voted out?
To store brand
To private brand
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(11)

General Comments:
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Appendix B
Table 1
The Minnesota - Wisconsin Price Paid for 3.5 - Percent
Milk in Manufacturing Grade
By Months, 1978 and 1979
Month
January
February
March
· Apri 1
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
AVERAGE

1978d

19790

$ 8. 91
9.00
9.09
9.24
9.25
9.26
9.33
9.68
9.90
10.18
10.44
10.60

$10.55
10.52
10.59
10.63
10.67
10.76
10.87
1l.09
11 .32
11 . 25
11 . 27
11.34

9. 57

10.91

au.s. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Sevice, Federal
Milk Order r~arket Statistics, Annual Summary for 1978, (July 1979).
bU.S. Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics, and Cooperative
Service. Circular from Madison, Wisconsin. From January to December
1979.

